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A Time of Remembrance
The Life and Times of Fred Forroll
Date of Meeting: Sunday 16 February 1992
Time: 2.30pm
Place: AWU Training Room
61-65 Drummond St, Carlton
(near Queensberry St)
Chairman: Dr Peter Love

Speakers: Rod Oaten
Mark Genery
Laurie McCalman

and people who met Fred in his many activities.
FRED FARRALL:

LIVED IN COBRAM AND IN NEW SOUTH WALES UNTIL HE WAS 17.
WENT OVERSEAS WITH THE FIRST AIF, RETURNED WOUNDED TO HARD TIMES,
THE TWENTIES AND THE THIRTIES.
MARRIED DOT.
WAS ACTIVE. RETURNING OFFICER OF THE CLERKS UNION.
COUNCILLOR IN PRAHRAN CITY COUNCIL.
MAYOR OF PRAHRAN.
DIED AT AGE OF 94 IN JANUARY 1992.

Join us in remembering Fred and the times he lived in.
John Arrowsmith
President
419 4481

Lloyd Edmonds
Secretary
337 7554
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Labour Day - March 9th
Gougit Wliitlam will commemorate refurbishing of Grove.
The Historical Grave Restoration Committee has devoted most of its attention to the restoration

of the grave of one of the leaders of the Building Trades who in the 1850s and 60s worked hard
to get the 8 hour day for the workers of Victoria. He was James Galloway. The Committee
reconstructed his grave that had become dilapidated over the past 100 years.
So,on Labour Day, Monday 9th March,the reconstructed grave of James Galloway will be the
venue for a gathering. An address by Gough Whitiam, the past leader of the Federal Labour
Party will be the highlight of the afternoon.
You are asked to join in on this historic occasion. The venue is near a large tombstone on the
Lygon Street side of the Cariton Cemetery.

Suhscriplions Now Due
As mentioned in the last Recorder, our financial year runs from January to
December. Subscriptions ore now due.
If you have not yet renewed please forward $10 to:
L Edmonds
93 Roberts Street
Essendon VIC 3040

r
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Please fill In details
Name:

Address:

Post Code:
L
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Death of Fred
Forrall

Tbe Life and Work •

photograph of the big gearwheel made

of Wolfgang

at Vickers-Ruwolt was chosen by the
Post Office in 1991 for a stamp to mark
150 years of photography in Australia.

Fred Farrall died In January of this

Sievers

although industry is an important part of

year at the age of94 years.He kept
his memory and his interests to
the very end. Me maintained his
interests: his keenness for Henry

Reviewed byJack Hutson

our western culture artists have taken
little interest in it. In Australia a handful

That is the title of a retrospective
exhibitionof photographs which was
held atthe National Gallery of Victoria
from 7 September to 25 November

have, as for example, the late Noel

Lawson, his interest in Labour

History; his concem for the daily
life of Prahran•the suburb in which
he lived and loved.
His life and times will be discussed

1991.

at a memorial meeting to be held
on Sunday 16th February when

interested me were some of industrial
structures and industrial workers which

Among a variety of high grade
photographs, those which particularly

three of hisfriendsand neighbours
will speak,each one for a quarter

showed more than just the subject
because of Sievers' underlying artistic
philosophy.

of an hour,about him.Each one of

Thatwasgiven in the following comment

these men were important to Fred

by him alongside the photo of a big gear

at critical times in his life.

wheeltaken atthe Vickers-Ruwolt heavy

His obituary will appear in a later

engineering factory.

Recorder.

'I wanted to create a symbolic

Levy to be Paid by
Historical Society
Complaints have appeared In the
press that the State Government has
levied an extra $900 a year rent for
the Royal Historical Society's
occupation of a part of the old Royal
Mint building In William St.
It doesseem exorbitant. ItIs Important
thatthe unpaid effortsoforganisations
such as the Royal Historical Society
of Victoria should be recognised. So
much of the State's history has been
preserved for the public, for tourists
and for future generations, mainly
because of the unpaid efforts of
organisations such as the Royal
Historical Society of Victoria.
The executive of the Labour History
Society supports the view that the
Government should protect not
penalise organisations such as the
Royal Historical Society.

photograph of Australia's engineering
manufacturing skills, to show the world
this was not merely a continent of raw

It has struck me for some time that

Counihan. He did studies of workers at
the Broken Hill mine in South Australia

and at the Wonthaggi coal mine.
Wolfgang Sievers came to Australia in a
roundabout way. Born in 1913 in Berlin
he was encouraged to take an interestin
photography from an early age by his
father. When Hitler came to power in
1933 his father was dismissed from his

postas arts adviser to the Foreign Office
because of his progressive views. He
insisted that hisson go to Portugal where
he tried to make a living as a
photographer. When the civil war broke
out in Spain he went there and was
sympathetic to the republican cause.
He returned to Germany and was
questioned by the Gestapo about his
visit to Spain, but luckily was released.

materials.

He took a course in photography at the

Here I was in my element, the honesty

Contemporary School of Applied Arts.
That was closed down by Hitler and

and skill of the workers combined with

the functional designs of the machines
stimulated me greatly."
Sadly,two of his photographs proved to
be an obituary on the decline of the

heavy engineering industry in Australia,
for alongside a photograph taken at the
Marweight Engineering Company he
commented that:

"Fine engineering products were turned
out by skilled brains and hands in this
factory that has now disappeared along
with the other much larger VickersRuwolt Works nearby."
The site of that factory was completely
cleared and bought by a developer to
build houses and offices. Yet in the

1950sthefactory was the biggest heavy
machine making one in the southern
hemisphere busy making a wide variety
of machinery for other industries.
So it was ironical that Sievers'

Sievers was called up for the Luftwaffe,
but he escaped to England in 1938.
Fortunately,some of the photos he had

taken in Portugal had been shown in an
exhibition and earned him a small sum

which was kept for him by a friend in
London. He was able to get three
sponsors for migration to Australia, and
the money enabled him to pay his fare.
He arrived in September 1938 and
opened a studio in Melbourne. When
WW2 broke out he volunteered for the

Australian Army but, like many other
German nationals and refugees, was
allocated to the labour corp of the Army
and worked at transferring supplies at
the Albury break of railway gauge.
After discharge in 1946 he opened a
studio in Melbourne, specialising on
architectural and industrial subjects to
become a leading industrial

photographer.
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Yale
Dr Peter Cook

National Conferente

Australian Sodety for the
Study of Labour History
The next National Conference of the

Australian Society for the Study of
Labour History is to be held in
Newcastle, NSW.iindustrial city and
sea port. Less than one hundred

The Labour History Society
lost a great friend and
supporter when Dr Peter

which he nurtured with ajudicious
combination of challenge and

miles due north of Sydney, it was the
first European industrial site in

reassurance. He also had a keen

Australia. From there, limestone for

Cook, Senior Lecturer in

nose for pomposity or hypocrisy.

the first large public buildings was

Above ail, he will be remembered

gained from sea shells, the first coal

History
at
Lalrobe
University, died on 24
September 1991.
He grew up in a working ciass
suburb ofAdeiaide and,after trying
his hand at a number ofjobs,went
to the university where he took
two degrees, one in Economics

gathered, and the first organised
large-scale smelting carried on.
and ideas to his students.There is The region's labour and industrial
a very long shelf of honours, history, and its importance to
masters and PhD theses at his Australian history,is virtually unknown
home which will remain an outside the ranks of afew specialists.
enduring monument to his self- The 1993Conference aimsto change
and the other in Arts. In the iate
effacing role in nurturing a all that. Besides the broader context
1960s he accepted a research
one would expectin such a gathering,
scholarship at the Australian generation of labour historians.
For several years he was an active it aimsto be a'Celebration of History'
National University to write a PhD
contributerto Recorder. He wrote for the region, and will attempt to
thesis on the Scuiiin Government.
regular book notes and shorter translate the obvious pride local
Soon after his arrival in Canberra
he took an interest in the Society articles for it and was a willing people have in their heritage into
helper in the more mundane tasks means for their advancement - ie,
and,for a short time,was editor of
of collating, stapling and into jobs, ideas, inspirations.
our journal, Labour History.
It also hopes to provide discussion
enveloping.
In 1970 he moved to Melboume to
around issues not often found, or
take up his post at LaTrobe Although he did not publish a great
deal of his own work, as teacher, made sufficient use of, at Labour
University where he established
an undergraduatesubjectin labour adviser,critic and examiner he had History Conferences, eg, the South
history which remained popular a hand in the work of many others. Pacific's role, women's political
with students for nearly twenty At the time of his death he had culture, and religion.
almost completed a biography of In brief: It aims to be innovative in
years. Although he had no taste
form and structure.To involve events
for the more theatrical style of Ted Laurie. With the help of his
other than paper-giving. To involve
lecturing -in fact,he ceased giving friends, it might yet be finished
and so reveal to those who did not more 'ordinary' people in its
formal lectures in recent years- he
know him well the depth of his development and presentation. To
was an inspiring teacher. A
and
generous continue the extension of Labour
generation of history students at humane
History beyond political parties and
scholarship.
LaTrobe were inspired by his
The Australian Society for the trade unions. To cross-fertilise
passionate interest in Australian
Study
of Labour History offers its categories and sessions.
and labour history.He had a sharp
sincere sympathy to Peter's wife Any enquiries at this early stage,
eyeforthesiightestsign ofgenuine
Rosaleen and his two sons Jack and Ideas to Bob James, C/o
inteiiectuai curiosity in students
History Department, Newcastle
and Ross.
Peter Love University, Shortland, 2308.
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as a generous-spirited scholarly
critic who gave freely of his time

History of the Trades Hall Council
A Rift in the Seventies. Which Way?
Introduction
From ttieir earliest years, Australian
trade unions reflected ttieir Britisti

origins. Ttie influence of migrant

7

workers tias been evident w'rttiin the
Australian labour movement for a

rv-f

QU

century and a half, and the methods
of organisation and industrial
practices adopted by Australian

CO

«:

unions have reflected the links
between Australian unions and their

British counterparts.

Unlike the history of union
development in Continental Europe
and North America where regional
union centres, divided by ideology,
religion and regional affiliation,
competed for the allegiance of
organised workers, Australian
experience reflected the authoritative
role of the Trade Union Congress
within British unionism.TheAustralian
Council of Trade Unions has faced

no serious challenges to its national
leadership of the union movement
throughout itssixty-year history,while
Trades and Labour Councils in each

capital city can claim up to 130 years
leadership ofstate and regional union
movements.

Two rival union

organisations
Yet for a brief period, in the mid
1870s,Melbourne had two rival if not

The MelbourneTrades Hall

antagonistic union organisations,
representing different unions and
alternative industrial programmes
competing for power. Although
shortlived,such competition reflected
a significant debate among Victorian
unions on the political direction of an
increasingly powerful movement,and
raised questions ofindustrial strategy

Trades Hall Committee.In the 1870s
the Trades Hall Committee did not

purport to represent the majority of
Victorian trades unions. Instead the

Committee relied upon an unofficial,
but effective, policy of restricted
membership. Nor did the Committee
involve itself in industrial conflict,

believing instead thatindustrial action

and political representation thatwould
not finally be resolved for a further

remained a matter for individual
unions.

decade.

This preference was reinforced by
the effects of the protracted
depression which began in 1859.
Survival itself had proved a major
achievement,while possession of an
eight hour working day was

Melbourne'sTrades Hall Committee,
forerunner of the VictoriaTrades Hall

Council, had developed out of the
industrial ferment that accompanied
the building tradesmen's successful
campaign towin an eighthourworking
day during 1856.The eight hour day
represented the talisman of the
Trades Hall Committee. For many
unions possession of the eight hour
day represented both permanence
and legitimacy,aswell asa necessary
credential for membership of the

understood as a mark of social

acceptance atatime when theTrades
Hall Committee's own interests
extended little further than the

prospect of building a permanent hall
on the trade societies' site at the

corner of Lygon and Victoria Streets.
In fact,the notion of permanence lay
Page5

at the heart of the Trades Hall

Committee'serraticdevelopmentand
its ambivalent attitude toward dome

unions. For the Committee, the
construction of a permanent hall
provided an appropriate focus for
union activity while also
demonstrating unionism's stability
and achievements. On the other

hand, the Committee's outwardly-

reasonable demand that affiliate
societies meet at the Hall, coupled
with its refusal to involve itself in

strike action, presumed a
permanence or stability that relatively
few unions possessed.

Eight Hour Day
Celebration
While late in the nineteenth century
Eight Hour Day celebrations had
become large and popular public
festivals, during the 1870's the
Melbourne celebration had begun to
outgrow the exclusiveness that
marked its origins.Although the eight
hour day represented the most
important industrial achievement of
nineteenth-century Australian

is
- •tT'21

< >A

unionism, the need to extend the

eight hour system did not provide
sufficientcausefor co-operative effort

■

Ittfe c.Vv

between colonial unions until well

into the eighties. Instead, unions
appeared to rely upon some internal
process within individual trades to
produce the necessary pressure for
acceptance of an eight hour day by
their employers. But this was limited
to those trades where employees

■■
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could maintain some control over the

supply of labour and pace of work,
such pressure was possible.
Unskilled and factory workers usually
remained beyond the pale of the eight
hour system.
Page 6
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If is conceivable that the Trades Hail
Committee could have evolved Into

legal right to picket during industrial
disputes between employers and

little more than a building
managementcommittee,lacking any
more fundamental relationship with

employees.These were issues which
had been adopted by British unions
during years of good trade and
increasing union membership. The

its affiliates. However, a number of

discussed the Typographical
Society's proposals.
Twelve were affiliated to the Trades

Hall Committee, or soon would be,
while others, such as the

Typographical Society and unions of
millwrights,shipwrights,cabmen and
grocers could claim neither affiliation

pressures upon the Committee to
assume a prominent role in local
Industrial and political activities after
1870 made this unlikely. Amongst
these was a shortlived organisation

success of the 1874 Sheffield Trade

known as the Melbourne Trades and

worst, it has been confused with the

Melbourne Typographical Society. In
its June 1874 manifesto, urging the
formation of an amalgamated trades
union, the Society referred to its
pleasure at the success of the
Sheffield Congress,arguing thattheir

For the Typographical Society co
operation in the form of a Trades and
Labour Council represented the best
opportunity of establishing an
effective means of regulating

Trades Hall Committee and its own

intention was1o follow in the wake of

industrial

particular character ignored. This
historical anonymitycan be explained
partly by the paucity of records
detailing its activities. It is significant
therefore that this pamphlet makes

a similar union so successfully
operating in England". In reality, the
Society's objective wasco-operation

simultaneously reducing union
reliance upon strike action. In this
they were supported by a number of

between

recent Trades Hall Committee

Labour Council. Little has previously
been written about this organisation.
Atbest it has rated a passing mention
in labour studies of this period; at

accessible, for the first time in a

century, the Council's minute book,
which fortuitously survived in the

archives of its major sponsor, the
Melbourne Typographical Society
(now known as the Printing and
Kindred Industries Union).Alternative
sources of information are equally

fugitive.TheTypographicalSociety's
Journal Is possibly the only other
source deserving close study, while
scattered references in Melboume's

daily press complete this short list.

Trades and Labour
Coundl
If the Trades Hall Committee found

legitimacy in thatdistinctly Australian
achievement - the eight hour day
system - then the Trades and Labour
Council represented a local
expression of contemporary British
concerns, in particular the legal
recognition of trade unions and the

Union Congress, which represented
the highwater mark of co-operative
union action over these issues,
attracted the keen attention of the

unions rather than

to the Trades Hall Committee nor,

with a single exception,an eight hour
working day.

relations,

while

amalgamation.

affiliates, which lacked the financial

One principle (of co-operation) must

and industrial resources more

be ... either a combination of trade
interests on a financial basis - that is

bystated contributionsso asto assist
trades in dispute - or simply on a
system of mutual interest by moral
influence and support, and voluntary
contributions in time of need ...

Another principle is clearly shown the settlement of disputes by
arbitration. (Melbourne Trades and
Labour Council Minutes 13 June,
1874).
While British experience certainly
acted asacatalyst,local factors were
also important. Local economic
improvementafter 1870 underpinned
increased union membership and
renewed union optimism, but even
during such years of opportunity,
different union objectives often
resulted in contradictory strategies.
Eighteen unions were represented
at the Trades Hall meeting which

characteristic of Melboume's strong
building trade unions.The objections
of the building trade unions to the
Typographical Society's promotion of
arbitration were raised atthe Council's

inaugural meeting on 13 June. A
Stonemason's delegate complained
that the promoters had nottaken into
consideration a subject which he
considered of much greater
importance than arbitration.(In)case
of disputes he thought it would be
more profitable to endeavour to
secure for those trades who ha ve not

already got it, the eight hoursystem.
(Melbourne Trades and Labour
Council Minutes, 13 June, 1874).
With other unions unwilling to
concede this point,the Stonemasons
and Bricklayers Societies withdrew
from the Council at its next meeting.
The Ironmouldersand Basketmakers

declined to join.
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Importance of
Eight-Hour Day

than 3600 unionists had initially
responded to the Typographical
Society's invitation to establish a
Trades and Labour Council, but by
the July delegates' meeting

Throughout the nineteenth century
the possession of an eight hour defections had reduced the Council
working day, however nominal, to thirteen societies with an
separated the haves from the have- approximate membership of 1800.
nots among Melbourne's trade Prominent among its affiliates were
organisations. Winning the eight hour the Tailors'Trade Protection Society
day, represented a source of (350 members),the Carpenters'and
considerable strength and wasasign Joiners'Sxiety(320 members),the
of superiority over the achievements Typographical Society (250
of other unions,it became something members)and the Seamen's Union
of a universal panacea. For many (210 members). The possibilities of
unionists an eight hour day arbitration remained the Council's
represented the key to social major pre-occupation.Amplifying the

integration and respect^iiity. Even if
protagonistsofthelradesand Labour
Council looked to British experiences
for models of industrial regulations
the majority of eight hour trades
remained

ambivalent.

While

accepting the right of artisans and
tradesmen to contribute to and benefit

from the social progress inherent in
Britain's imperial power,in their eyes

possession ofthe eight hour dayiso

Typographical Society's original
suggestion, the Council determined
in November 1874 to press for "an
act...to legalise a Court of Arbitration
for settlement of disputes between
employers and employees."Although
responding "favourably" to a Council
deputation, the Kerferd Ministry
soughtthe opinion ofindividual trades
and despitefavourable responsefrom
the Painters, Tailors, Typographical,
Tinsmiths and Saddlers Societies,

marked their coioniai society offfrom
the many evils of British working-

this initiative subsequently lapsed.

class life.

In contrast to the Trades Hall

The proposals advanced by the

Committee, the Melbourne Trades

Trades

and Labour Council did not proscribe

and

Labour

Council

highlighted two alternative paths to
security - the eight hour system,with
its overtones of trade independence,
and arbitration, together with an
acceptance ofthe organisational and
industrial limitations ofcontemporary
trade unionism. After the strike
defeats of 1891-94these alternatives

would become virtually synonymous,
butin 1874the absenceofany central
authority ensured that individual
unions needed to establish their own

guarantees of permanence.
Trades societies representing more
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Castlemaine and the subsequent

jailing of a number of Castlemaine
tanners under the Master and
Servants Act

Support for both
strike action and
arbitration
The Council saw no contradiction

between supportfor both strike action
and arbitration. In recognising the
tenuous industrial position of most
unions, the Council sought to
supplement union resources while
also resolving strikes through the
adoption of arbitration committees.
In each of the disputes mentioned,
societies were counselled to

approach their adversaries to seek
settlement by means of arbitration,
but little success appears to have
accompanied such efforts. Nor did
union-sponsored
arbitration
proposals succeed in resolving the
1875 Melbourne Herald dispute.
Trouble had been simmering between
the Typographical Society and the
Herald for some months while the

involvement in industrial action. One

union sought to enforce a wages
agreement upon the newspaper's
proprietors. The Herald's refusal to
accept the Society's proposed

principal Council objective had been

overtime rates and reduce its

the establishment of a central fund

employment of juvenile labour led to
the Typographical Society striking in
January 1875. Despite financial
support from the Council and an
attemptto implement a boycott ofthe
paper, the Herald continued to
appear.This protracted strike strained

capable of providing grants to unions
on strike. Within eighteen months of
its establishment the Council had

been overwhelmed by strike action.

By August 1874 the Tailors' Society
had approached the Council for
support from the Agricultural
Implement Makers. In October of the
same year the Council agreed to
support the claim by tanners for an
eight hour day, a claim which led to
strike action in Melbourne and

the Council's own limited resources

beyond breaking point. With all
available finance devoted to the

Typographers'strike, other affiliates
were increasingly left to deal with
their own withdrawal in May,and they

were followed out by the Carpenters
and Joiners,Sailmakersand Saddlers
between June and October 1875.

- •
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Council dissolved
On 7 October 1975 the Council

suspended operations for three
months due to"the present unsettled
state ofthings". Following onefurther
meeting in February 1876the Council
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was dissolved. The Trades Hall

Committeedid notlamentthe passing
of the Council. Although the Council
met at the Trades Hall throughout Its
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existence and union affiliation

overlapped sufficiently for the
Council's voice to be heard in the

Committee,it neverfeltsufficient need

:■ C: .

to assist or encourage its erstwhile
competitor. In fact, the Trades Hall
Committee twice rejected union
appeals for the Council to be leased
a room at a preferential rate.
.. «~*v^ • •

^

Despite its collapse the Trades and
Labour Council had opened up new
perspectivesfor Melboume unionism.

V- *..! -l'. ^S'.

Issues such as industrial co

a

>r:

operation,arbitration,strikefundsand
co-ordinated strike action did not

disappear with the Council, but
instead acted as points of reference

. '-J

around which unionism would

William Emmett Murphy

reorganise and expand after 1879.
represented the latter as a delegate

Wiiiiani Emmett

Murphy
Onedelegate upon whom the lessons
of 1874-75 had not been lost was

William Emmett Murphy. Born in
Dublin in 1841,theson ofa nationalist

publican. Murphy had emigrated to
Melbourne from Liverpool in 1865,
becoming active in both the Cabinet
Makers' Society and the Society of
Carpenters and Joiners. He

to both the Trades Hall Committee
and the Trades and Labour Council.

Convinced of his own, as much as of

trades unionisms' destiny in colonial
society. Murphy went on to become a
prominentfigure in nineteenth century
Victorian unionism. The collapse of
the Council cleared the way for
Murphy to concentrate his efforts

few intermissions until 1886, when

he was removed as secretary

following charges of financial
misappropriation, charges that were
neither pursued or proved.
During his decade of leadership
Murphy oversaw the transformation
of the Trades Hall Committee. Its

insularity had never appealed to
Murphy. Outspoken in his support for

within the Trades Hall Committee. A

an extension to the Committee's role

delegate during the 1870s, he
became Committee secretary in
1877. He occupied his office with a

in industrial affairs, he caused

consternation among delegates
convinced that the Committee's
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(based upon the building trades
unions and providing a majority of
the boundaries of the Trades Hall
Crown Grant. As secretary, Murphy Trades HallTrustees)and the growing

others". With the adoption of such
powers, the transition from building
manager to co-ordinator of a state

publicly supported union industri^

number of more recently established
unionsfor whom political involvement
was a logical extension of their
industrial activity.

union movement was virtually
complete. It was a transition in which

Transition from

The final vindication ofthe Melbourne

obligations extended no further than

campaigns and political demands.
He succeeded in committing the

Trades Hall Committee to support

the Trades and Labour Council had

played an important initiatory role.

the Victorian Salesmen's Union's

shorter hours campaign of 1881 and
to

co-ordinate

the

1882-83

tailoresses' strike, a strike in which

Building Manager

trade regulation and factory reform
were major issues.This represented
a significant victory for Murphy and

to Co-ordinotor

his allies, as well as a vindication of

Thisconfrontation took theform of an
acrimonious debate over the relative

his belief that the Trades Hall

withtheTrades Hall Trusteesin 1886-

Three years later in 1885, the nowrenamed Trades Hall Council (the

powers of the Trades Hall Council
and of the appointed Trustees of the
Trades Hall building itself. The
Council's increasing emphasis upon
parliamentary politics(Murphy stood

new title itself echoes the name of its

for North Melbourne in 1886 as a

short-lived rival),opened negotiations
with the Victorian Employers' Union

"bonafide working man"),upon early
closing campaigns and consumer
boycotts, upon immigration control
and tariff reform proved unacceptable
to Trades Hall Trustees. They saw
their role as protecting the original
union vision of the 1850s and sought

Committee should be the most
influential voice of Victorian unionism.

to establish a Board of Conciliation.

Initially the Trades Hall Councilsought
a conciliation system independent of
government jurisdiction. Only the
bitter experiences of 1891-94 would
finally convince the Trades Hall
Council to campaign for a statesponsored scheme,incorporating the
essential points of the Trades and
Labour Council's 1874 proposal.

From its earliestdaysthe Trades and

Labour Council acknowledged that
political activity was a logical
consequence of its industrial
objectives. This provided another
pointofdisagreementwiththeTrades
Hall Committee which, as late as
1881, would be told that "the further

the Committee deals in politics the
further it will go back." The extent to
which the Trades Hall Committee

should be involved in politics
represented the final confrontation
between the original eighthour unions
Page 10

Tradesand Labour Council took place
a decade after its collapse. The
ultimate sanction of the politicallyminded unions during their dispute

tofrustrate the Council's now-obvious

tendency toward political affairs and
inter-colonial co-operation. Trustees
they argued, managed the Trades
Hall and controlled the affairs of its
Council: other affiliates were
restricted to "a voice in the

managemenf.Such a proposal might
have carried weight ten years earlier,
but by 1886itproved irrelevant.State
government intervention decisively
supported Murphy and his principal
allies Tom Trenwith, Secretary of the
BootTrades Union and Fred Bromley
of the Tinsmiths. Prominent among
the new regulations gazetted in 1888
was the Council's power"to consider
and make orders upon any matters
remitted to it by Trade Societies and

87 was their threat to quit the Trades
Hall and establish an alternative
Trades and Labour Council' under
democratic union control. With their

ultimate victory, a union movement
recognisable today had begun to
emerge.

Andrew Reeves 6 April
1990.

